
M1D7 Prelab Agenda

1) Statistics is also a skill

2) How do we communicate the spread of our data? 

3) How do we determine whether differences in our data are 
statistically significant?

------------------------------------------

4) What belongs in our data summary? 







Statistics, much like imaging, is a skill

N = 200 papers

What exactly is ‘N’ in cell culture and 
animal experiments? - 2018



Real data varies around is mean

Mean



The Standard Deviation gives us a measure of 
how far observed values are from the mean

(valid only for 
Normally 
distributed data)



Standard Deviation gives us an idea of the 
spread of our data in our sample

~2/3ds of your data lie here

Standard deviation 
gives us an idea of 
whether our 
differences in data 
are significant, but is 
NEVER conclusive

So how DO we assess 
significance?
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Calculating Standard Deviation in Excel

VAR= STDEV(array1)

Sample formula =STDEV(A3:A12)

Calculating Standard Deviation in Python and Matlab
Var = stats.stdev(data)

• data = sequence, list, etc. 

Var = std(A)

• A = array 



Data Collection
Hypothesis:  Students who do not routinely eat 

breakfast, and were given breakfast as an 
intervention, have increased test scores 

compared to their non-breakfast eating peers.

Hypothesis  are INNOCENT 
until PROVEN GUILTY

Null Hypothesis:  Students who do not routinely 
eat breakfast, and were given breakfast as an 

intervention, do NOT have increased test scores 
compared to their non-breakfast eating peers.

The T-test gives us a 
probability of our Null 
Hypothesis being TRUE



• Assumption: 
• Smooth & symmetric distribution (continuous variable)

• Data results in a normal distribution

• Two populations being compared have similar variance

• At p < 0.05, there is less than a 5% chance that populations are the 
same (95% chance that populations are different)

• Examines signal (means):noise (variance) ratio

T Test: Determine if populations are significantly different 
by comparing the mean of two groups

high noise low noise





Calculating Student’s t in Excel

p = T.TEST (array1, array2,2,3)

Can only compare two data sets at a time

*Make sure it is clear on your plots/writing which conditions are being 
compared

two-tailed

unequal variance

Sample formula =T.TEST(A2:A10, B2:B10, 2, 3)

“The most agnostic approach”



T-Test in Python & Matlab

(stat, pvalue) = scipy.stats.ttest_ind(a, b, equal_var)

• a, b = separate lists containing each dataset

• equal_var

• True assumes equal population variances

• False assumes unequal → Welch’s T-Test

[h, pvalue, ~, stats] = ttest2(data1, data2, ‘Vartype’, X ‘Alpha’, A)

• ‘Vartype’ = ‘equal’ or ‘unequal’  in place of X

• ‘Alpha’ = significance level, # in place of A



How will you use statistics in your data analysis?

What if the data are not statistically significant?

“The means are x and y, but the difference is not significant”

*

p = 0.055



Take Home Messages

1) Statistics are specific to every experiment

2) Use Standard Deviation for your error bars

3) Use a 2 tailed T-test with unequal variances for your significance 
test

4) M1D4 Lab Notebook due Tomorrow, 10PM as a PDF of your 
benchling entry (See the Assignments Tab in the wiki)



Today in class

1) Work on analyzing your data
1) Refer to the wiki for guidance

2) Noreen will talk about what specifically goes in the data summary

3) Work on your data summary

4) Again, remember that M1D4 notebooks are due tomorrow, 10PM 
on canvas


